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Presenter
Presentation Notes
CLASSROOM SETUP:Check classroom layoutInstructor name/date/course title on board or easelBinders, Name tents, Markers, Agenda, HandoutsHandouts: CDsSetup equipment and verify operationLocate bathrooms and Emergency Exits/ProceduresINTRODUCTORY REMARKS:Fill out name tents, tracking cards, sign-in sheet.  "Please write legibly as you want your name to appear on your certificate.  Include company name and address."Agenda highlights - lecture, breaks, lunch, exam, field inspection trip, safety gear �requirements, certificate Introduce yourself, background, and experience.Student background, experience, expectations.  [Icebreaker, e.g., balloons on the wall]Aims of 200-Series training program:    • Inspector-oriented.    • Details of process and practical inspection techniques.    • Facilitate communication and share experiences.COURSE OVERVIEW/PURPOSE:Goal: To familiarize you with what electrostatic precipitators do, how they work, �and how to evaluate compliance with air pollution regulations and permits.  Some �engineering considerations covered, but not an engineering course.Topics to be covered - refer to Agenda, Handout, or Overview Slide (next page) Compliance Assistance Manual on CD - review contents, indicate how used.	Handouts - indicate how will you be using them.Additional information - instructor discretion



 Background/Applications
 Theory of Operation 
 Major Types of ESPs
 Design Considerations
 ESP Components
 Performance Monitoring 
 Inspecting ESPs

Course Overview

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stated as objectives, you should be able to:List the major industrial applications for ESPs.Explain the theory of operation of ESPs, using appropriate 	terminology.Describe the major types/categories of ESPs.List the main things to consider in designing an ESP.List the major components of a typical ESP and explain the 	functions of these components.Be aware of how ESP performance can be monitored by 	operators.7.  Explain in detail how to conduct an inspection of an ESP.  



430,700 = Deaths from smoking (1999)  

U.S. Mortality Figures
64,000 =  Deaths from particulate air pollution 

(1996 report)
40,676 =  Traffic accident fatalities (1994) 
32,179 =  AIDS deaths (1995)
32,436 =  Handgun fatalities (1997)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NRDC report “Breath-Taking” cites particle pollution as cause or contributor to some 64,000 excess deaths each year.Based on mortality statistics for 1989.  This is 6.5% of all cardiopulmonary deaths in 1989 (986,000).Applied findings of 1995 study by American Cancer Society.  Adjusted for age, effects of smoking, body weight, occupational exposure.   Ref: NRDC
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Presentation Notes
AIRS = 	Aerometric Information Retrieval SystemMSA = 	Metropolitan Statistical Area



PM10 Emissions by Source Category 
(1995)
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Presentation Notes
This is very generalized for entire country









History
Single-Stage: 
1913  Cottrell (US); 
Lodge (UK)

Two-Stage: 
1933  Penney

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ESPs one of most effective control devices for range of particulates, especially PM10 and PM2.5.   Larger, heavier particles are usually controlled with settling chambers and cyclones.History:  Single-stage electrostatic precipitator originally patented in 1913 by Prof. Cottrell of UC Berkeley to collect sulfuric acid mist and lead oxide fumes from acid making and smelting ops.  Used the proceeds from the patent to create a foundation to bring patents by educators into the commercial world.  Larger, industrial ESPs are generally single-stage.   2-stage ESP designed by Gaylord Penney in 1933.  These are smaller units used in homes and industry. Used to control diesel exhaust in submarines in WWII.  �Elektron (Greek) – electricity.  Ancient Greeks knew as static from amber rubbed against cloth. REF: Page 44, Figure 306.1



 Advantages

 Disadvantages

 Applications

Background

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Q. Where have you seen or know of ESPs being used?    REF: Page 300-17		(Student responses; check with list below)Applications include:  	- Electric Utility Industry (fly ash control from boilers) 	- Cement Industry (rotary kilns)	- Pulp and Paper Industry (kraft recovery boilers)	- Municipal Incinerators	- Steel Mills (blast furnace gas)	- Lead, copper, zinc smelters	- Petroleum refineries (catalyst recovery from FCC)	- Chemical industry	- Sulfuric acid mist control	- Control of liquid aerosols (e.g., paint spray, oily  smokes from 							restaurants)	- Air cleaning for air conditioning unitsQ. Compared to baghouses…What are advantages/disadvantages?  		(Student responses; check with list below)Advantages:	Handle large gas volumes	Handle wide temp ranges (350-1300 degrees F)	Operate with very low pressure drop = lower power fans	Possible reuse of collected materialsDisadvantages:	High initial purchase cost	Relatively large foot print – need lots of space	Sensitive to change in operating conditions	Sensitive to type and size of PM	Can not be used for explosive dusts	High maintenance costs



Single -StageTwo-Stage

Figure 301.2

Charging

Collection

Charging & Collection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Describe Basic DifferenceSingle Stage:	Negative-charged discharge electrode	High voltage (20,000 - 70,000 volts)	Used for solids and sticky liquidsTwo Stage:   (Separate locations and times)	Positive-charged discharge electrode	Lower voltages (12,000 - 13,000 volts)	Used for finely-divided aerosols, air cleaning, oily particulate	Effective only for low pm concentrationsNext slides will illustrate in detail.....REF: Page 300-2



Single-Stage 
Industrial 
ESP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	Use as lead-in to applications.	Describe briefly.Single Stage ESPs: Negative-charged discharge electrode High voltage (20,000 - 70,000 volts) Predominant industrial application for boilers, kilns. Installed where gas temperature and pressure will vary 	widely.  Can handle high gas volumes and temperatures. Electric Utility Industry classifies further as "Cold- Side" or 	"Hot-Side" ESP, depending location relative to air 	preheater.
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Presentation Notes
Municipal Waste Incinerator ESP, Hawaii
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Presentation Notes
	Wood waste Cogen Boiler ESP to control flyash, 	Rocklin, CA.	Equipped with 3 fields.	Fly ash: Small solid particles of ash and soot generated when 	coal, oil or waste materials are burned. Fly ash is suspended in 	the flue gas after combustion and is removed by the pollution 	control equipment.
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Presentation Notes
	Owens-Corning Glass, Vernon, CA.  ESP used to control 	glass furnace emissions.  3 Chambers (?) can be run in 	series or separately.



Figure 303.4

Concentric Plate Wet ESP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For Wet ESPs in general:Thin film of liquid flows over collection plates.  Gas flows from bottom to top of precipitator in one pass.Uses:  Metallurgical Industry #1, also Incinerators, power plants, pulp and paper industry, and others where:	- Gas requires substantial cooling to reduce volume	- High moisture content	- Sticky	- Gas stream already treated in scrubber but still contains fine PM 		and/or acid droplets	- Where there is explosive potential Best for low temp applications, <170ºBecoming more popular with more stringent PM standards.This slide shows Concentric Plate Wet ESP:Essentially a wet scrubber followed (upward) by a wet ESP.  The wet scrubber acts as a quench chamber to insure saturation of gas stream, lower temperature, decrease volume.High efficiency because many Discharge Electrode – Collection Plate pairs.  Negative corona.In all wet ESPs, watch water level at bottom.  Too high level can short out device.  Also a disposal concern.



Tubular 
Condensing 

Wet ESP

Courtesy Croll-Reynolds

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another type of WESP is condensing WESP.  Uses condensation rather than water sprays to capture and collect particles.Process:Hot gas quenched from 1800 to 300 F.  Further cooled to full saturation (140-170 F) and precleaned in scrubber section.  Particles and entrained droplets collected electrostatically on collection tubes. Collecting tubes cooled with water jacket, causing film of condensed moisture from saturated gas to form on inner surface.  Condensate settles by gravity, therefore, ESP is self-cleaning.  Doesn’t require frequent top wash down as with some conventional WESPs.  Certain oily sticky adhesive PM will tend to stick to electrodes and cannot be easily dislodged with washing.Source: “The Quest for a Better Submicron Particle Trap”, Environment Technology, Vol. 7(3), May/June 1997.   (Croll-Reynolds advertisement)



Hitachi
Tubular Wet 

ESP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tubular type Electrostatic precipitatorThe tubular-type wet electrostatic precipitator uses cylindrical electrodes for the collecting electrode. The tubular-type wet electrostatic precipitator has a pressure-resistant, airtight structure that is used for dust collection from explosive gases, combustible gases, toxic gases, and gases saturated with moisture that arise in the gas industry, the steel industry, and the chemical industry



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Multiclone Wet ESP at Sierra Pine, a fiberboard manufacturing facility in Rocklin.   Collects organic condensibles formed from wood and binder adhesives.   Note: FGR duct (blue) for control of NOx.



Two-Stage Module

Charging Section

Collection Section

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Originally designed for air purification with air conditioning systems (electrostatic air filters).   2-Stage ESPs are most numerous; however, most industrial ESPs are single-stage.Separate charging (ionization) and collection sectionsPositive-charged discharge electrode (in most cases)Lower voltages (12,000 - 13,000 volts)Used for finely-divided aerosols, air cleaning, oily particulateEffective only for low pm concentrations
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Presentation Notes
2-stage ESP to control diesel exhaust from engine testing bay directly below, Sharpe Army Depot near Stockton.
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Presentation Notes
2-stage device typically used to control oily or wet particulates and aerosols.  No details for this picture.



-

Ionization Section

Plates

Wires

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	One Ionization section removed from ESP unit.     	Note asphalt gunk on wires.
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2-stage ESP for control of PM from asphalt loading silo, Industrial Asphalt, Irwindale, CA
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Presentation Notes
Two-Stage Precipitator Photo Series• ESP used to control diesel exhaust emissions	 from engines tested on Dynamometer • Internal components• Smog Hog - overall viewUsed at asphalt roofing paper plant



ESP Processes
 Charging
 Collection
 Removal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Electrostatic precipitation can be looked at as 3-step process:1. Charging	→→→  Migration2. Collection3. RemovalREF: Page 300-4, Figure 301.3



Electric Field Generation
Collection Electrode

Collection Electrode

Discharge Electrode

Non-Uniform Electrical Field

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Single-Stage:  Negative discharge electrode with very high voltage (20-70KV). Collection electrode grounded = positive.  Result is powerful electrical field between electrodes.  Non-uniform means that field strength is much higher near DE and decreases across space.   As voltage across this space increases, another phenomenon occurs that is fundamental to operation of this kind of ESP……..



Corona 
(voltage negative)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The corona is a phenomenon resulting from the partial �electrical breakdown of a gas, as in the air surrounding a high �voltage wire.  Color is dependent on chemistry of flue gas.  The discharge electrode in this photo is not smooth but has points where �high-voltage electrons are released more readily.  The points of blue glow are individual corona at physical points on the discharge wire.Takes a lot of electrical pressure -- voltage -- to push electrons off wire and �across air space to grounded electrode.  (25,000 volts can send current across an air gap of one inch.)  In industrial ESPs voltages at the discharge electrode can be in the range of 20,000 - 70,000 volts.Corona “wind” can be felt.Sparking:If voltage is high enough or there is some other pathway through the air, �electrical energy will be discharged quickly through a sudden rush of localized electric current.  This is called sparking or arcing.  Spark rate is a design and operational parameter to be discussed in detail later in the course.



Figure 301.3

)Avalanche Multiplication

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 ..."Corona" generated at discharge electrode 	= high-velocity electrons  ...Flue gas molecules ionized by high-velocity electrons 	= positive gas ion + free electronThis process continues as a chemical reaction called ….		Avalanche Multiplication 



1.  "Corona" generated at discharge electrode 
= high-velocity electrons

2.  Flue gas molecules ionized by high-velocity 
electrons = positive gas ions + free electrons 

3.  Free electrons migrate towards positive 
collection electrode

4.  Free electrons captured by gas molecules 
= negative gas ions

5.  Negative gas ions attach to particles which 
migrate to collection electrode

Charging and Collection
….so far

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide reviews charging and migration steps.



Charging & Collection

Figure 301.3

Gas molecule

Inter-electrode region

Negative 
gas ion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the boundary of the corona region, free electrons in the "inter-electrode region" continue migrating toward the positive collection electrode....  These free electrons are captured by gas molecules forming negative gas ions....Negative gas ions attach to particles which migrate to collection electrode.Note that migration forces must overcome momentum of particles in gas stream.  Even larger particles will fly right through when propelled by the input gas.  This requires a differential of some 20 – 70 kilovolts.  This voltage exerts a force several thousand times greater than gravity.Also note (previous slides) that some of the positive gas ions remain in the corona region. �These migrate back to negative discharge electrode and can attach to particles in this region.  Results in particulate deposition on discharge electrodes (minor compared to collection plate deposition) but can affect performance –(rappers clean).



Field Charging            Diffusion Charging

Negative 
Electrode   

Positive 
Electrode

Negative 
Electrode   

Positive 
Electrode

Air FlowAir Flow
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Presentation Notes
Two types of charging, Field and Diffusion.Field Charging:The negative gas ions in electrical fields lines attach to particles.  Electrical field lines are analogous to magnetic field lines -- remember what happens when iron filings are dumped close to a magnet.Surface of particles will hold a finite number of ions, proportional to the particle diameter squared.   Thus, particles can become "saturated" with a certain maximum negative charge.  Amount of charge proportional to square of particle diameter.  Once actuated field lines diverted and particle moves to CP.  This affects the efficiency of the precipitator.  Only takes fraction of a second for saturation normally, but other variables can lengthen this time.  Particles may travel several feet farther thru the ESP, affecting the efficiency.  Field Charging is the predominant charging mechanism for most of the particles collected by the ESP process; i.e., those LARGER THAN 0.5 microns.Diffusion Charging:Particles also acquire a negative charge, but are moved toward the collection electrode predominantly by collisions with randomly-moving negative gas ions (Brownian Motion) much more than by following electrical field lines to the collection electrode. Diffusion Charging is most effective for particles SMALLER THAN 0.2 microns



Figure 305.5

Particle Size & 
Collection 
Efficiency

Presenter
Presentation Notes
0.2 - 0.4 micron particles most difficult to collect because �transition from field charging (electrostatic attraction in �field lines) to diffusion charging (random collisions).   Particle size can be determined using a variety of methods and devices.  If you are interested, refer to Section 305.8.High conc. of very fine particles can lead to "space charging" (in the inter-electrode air gap), which can lead to sparking and lower efficiency.[Need -->Example of material comprised of fine PM]



Conduction Mechanisms

Surface Bulk 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Electrostatic forces hold particles on collection electrode and �onto each other to form dust layer.  There can be as much as �10,000-volt differential between metal collection surface and outer surface of �dust layer.   Electrons will tend to flow from collected particles to the collection plate.  Once a certain amount of charge has "leaked" from the dust layer, particles will fall off plates by gravity.  (Note Balloons falling off wall.)  The electrostatic forces in the dust layer also enhance agglomeration of dust particles so material falls off in �chunks or sheets rather than as individual particles which can become re-entrained. In actual operation, dust layer needs additional jolt to detach it from plate.  This REMOVAL step will be discussed later in class.Two ways charge can leak from dust layer to plate--Surface or �Bulk Conduction.  Surface conduction is predominant at lower �temperatures (100-300 F).   Bulk conduction is predominant at higher temperatures.  Mechanism also depends on type of dust collected.  



Figure 303.1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Charging or Ionization Section:10-12K voltage applied between wires and narrow plates.  Positively-charged wires cause high velocity migration of free electrons in the inch or so space between ionizer plates.  These free electrons knock electrons off gas molecules to create positive gas ions. These positive ions and some of the electrons attach to particles, giving them a + or – charge.   A corona may or may not be generated in the ionizer.  Collection Section:5,000 to 7,000 volts are applied to every other plate in the collection section.  The alternate plates are grounded.  This creates electrical fields with a + and – sides between the plates.   Positive and negative particles flow rapidly into this section and are collected on the plates. Two-stage often arranged in series to increase efficiency.REF: Page 300-9, Figure 303.1



 Dust Properties 
 Gas Flow Rate
 Gas Temperature

Design Considerations
(garbage in/cleaner air out)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To understand the operation of an ESP, it's helpful to �consider what you want the device to control.  You need to look at "What's going in"; i.e., the particulate properties and the influent gas flow rate and temperature and "How much PM is allowed to come out"; i.e. the emissions limits in rules or permits.  These factors go into determining desired collection efficiency.



Migration Velocity

 Characteristic of type and size of 
particles

 Experimentally determined or 
calculated

 Used with collection area and gas 
flow rate to calculate efficiency

302

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For math buffs, there are several equation that predict ESP efficiency.  Earliest is Deutsch-Anderson Model.  Later semi empirical modification of this is the Matts and Ohnfeldt Equation.  Both of these are discussed in Section 302, p 300-6.  These equations throw in Migration Velocity (W or Wk)  of in efficiency calculation.  Migration Velocity has bearing on the amount of plate collection area, aka, Specific Collection Area. Gas flow must be reduced considerably in large precipitator for effective control, down to 3-5 fps.  Otherwise, particulate just blows through the ESP!



 Tendency of a particles to retain a charge 
after collection

 Resistance of collected dust layer to flow 
of electrical current

 Affected By:
• Chemical make-up of dust
• Temperature
• Moisture
• Sulfur content of flue gas

Page 300-25

Resistivity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Resistivity is the tendency of a particle or dust layer to retain an electrical charge.  It is one of the most important dust properties affecting performance.  Resistivity can also be looked at as the electrical force holding the dust layer to �the plates.   It is measured as ohms of resistance across a 1 cm2 dust sample = �ohm-cm.  (108 - 1010 considered normal)Particles with high resistivity do not give up charge easily;  a high resistivity �dust layer clings tightly to collection plates and is hard to dislodge.Particles with low resistivity give up charge easily (remember "leakage" �mechanisms); dust layer does not cling tightly to plates.   Characteristic of high �sulfur, high carbon materials; e.g., wood dust.  Q.   What problem might we anticipate with low resistivity dusts?   Re-entrainment; instead of falling off in chunks or sheets, individual dust �particles fly off into gas stream.Resistivity affects the voltage drop across the captured dust layer and the electric field stress in the dust layer. Therefore, resistivity affects the collection efficiency of the ESP. Resistivity is affected not only by the chemical composition of particulate �matter, but also the temperature, moisture, and sulfur content of the flue gas �carrying the particles into the control device.



Resistivity of Dusts at Various Temperatures

Figure 305.4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discuss various materials and conditions shown in graphLow temperatures, <175 F - Surface conductionHigh temperatures, ca. 400 F - Bulk conduction.  Bulk conduction is more pronounced for carbonaceous materials.



Effect of 
Temperature 
& Moisture 
on Resistivity 
of Cement 
Dust
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Presentation Notes
Effect of Temperature & Moisture on Cement Dust ResistivityMoisture can be added to gas stream to lower resistivity.  Water vapor can enhance surface conductivity.  Moisture added by steam injection, water spray or wetting raw materials.  Moisture enhances effect of chemical conditions.Fly-ash resistivity versus coal sulfur content for several flue �gas temperature bands.SO3 sometimes added as gas conditioning agent to decrease resistivity. �Another approach is catalytic conversion of smaller amounts of SO2 in flue gas to SO3.  Other conditioning agents – NH3, NH4SO4, triethylamine, compounds of Na.Acts as binding agent to increase dust cohesiveness.
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Fly Ash Resistivity Versus Coal Sulfur ContentFly-ash resistivity versus coal sulfur content for several flue �gas temperature bands.SO3 sometimes added as gas conditioning agent to decrease resistivity. �Another approach is catalytic conversion of smaller amounts of SO2 in flue gas to SO3.  Other conditioning agents – NH3, NH4SO4, triethylamine, compounds of Na.Acts as binding agent to increase dust cohesiveness.



Generalized
Effect of 
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To tie this all together…..A generalized relationship of resistivity vs. temperature shown here for a municipal waste combustion process.  The four lines represent either different types of coal or spatial differences within the precipitator.  Note that resistivity tends to be highest in normal operating temperature range.  Resistivity ranges are categorized as High (click), Moderate or Optimal (click), or Low (click).  Temperature also affects the mechanism of conductivity (which is the inverse of resistivity.  Surface (click) at temperatures below about 400, Bulk (click) at temperatures above 400.Note also the interplay of several other factors – carbon content of the particulate, moisture content of the flue gas, and SO3 concentration of the flue gas.  As these decrease (click), resistivity tends to increase.  As these increase (click), resistivity tends to drop.  



High • Slower migration rate
• Excessive rapping forces
• "Back Corona"

Low • Reentrainment

Problem Resistivity 
Conditions
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Presentation Notes
High Resistivity Conditions:Excessive rapping forces may cause structural damage."Back Corona"-- Because dust layer holds charge, very highelectrostatic voltage across dust layer can set up corona-typedischarges in the gas trapped in the dust layer.  Electronsreleased from the dust layer can result in production of positivegas ions which move back toward negative discharge electrode.The +ions reduce the amount of negative charge on particlesand reduce electrical field strength.  If dust layer builds up too much, sparking will occur from theD.E. to the points of highest buildup, much like a hill in athunderstorm.  This phenomenon can reduce ESP efficiency(more on this to come).Low Resistivity Conditions:Primary problem - re-entrainment



BOILER 

HOT-
SIDE

COLD-
SIDE

AIR 
PRE-

HEATER

FAN

Where should ESP be put it?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
COLD-SIDE:Downstream of pre-heaterFlue gas below 400ºF (200º typical)Used with industrial and utility boilersLower temp gas means smaller ESP can be usedEfficiency dependent on flue gas temp and fuel type.Usually higher voltage needed vs. hot-sideHOT SIDE:Upstream of heat exchanger/pre-heaterGas temps of 600 - 800ºResistivity of fly ash (tendency to cling to collection plates is less at high temp, therefore lower voltage and less plugging of hopper.Less corrosion (dew point not reached)Problem with thermal expansion = structural distortion (more on that later)Air preheater does not need to be cleaned as often!REF: CAP, Page 300-10.



Flue Gas Conditioning System

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Injection of SO3 at high temperatures used on coal-fired utility boilers.  The H2SO4 condenses or is adsorbed onto ash, resulting in lower resistivity (provides molecular avenues for surface conductivity).Other conditioners include water, sodium salts, and ammonia + SO3.  



Design Factors Affecting 
Performance

(Making Your ESP Work)

 Specific Collection Area
 Aspect Ratio
 Collection Plate Spacing
 Sectionalization
 Power Requirements/Spark Rate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Proper performance of an ESP depends on several key �physical/structural parameters.These are:  Read Slide.Usually ESPs are "over designed" to insure adequate efficiency.Even though these are primarily engineering concerns based on dust and gas characteristics (particle size), powerrequirements and spark rate are part of the baselineperformance specifications which may indicate performance problems.Specific Collection Area  (no slide)  is simply the surface area �of each collection plate times the number of plates = the total �collection plate area.(REF: CAP, Page 300-20, 21; Figures 305.1, 2)REF: Section 305, p 300-19



 For efficiencies of 99% or higher,  
should be at least 1.0 to 1.5

Effective Length
Effective Height

=Aspect 
Ratio
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Presentation Notes
Aspect Ratio is defined: as the effective length divided by the effective heightFor efficiencies of 99% or higher,  should be at least 1.0 to 1.5Aspect Ratio larger than 1.0 - 1.5 means that particles stay in charged field longer = more chance to adhere to plates.   Available space to build ESP must be considered in length/height.Today's ESPs are designed with Aspect Ratios of at least 1.5.



 Critical Performance Factor
 Important Maintenance Point
 Single-Stage Spacing: 9 - 20 inches
 Wider Spacing = Higher Voltages

Collection Plate Spacing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Performance Factor:Plates must be spaced close enough so electrostatic forces can overcome velocity of particles before they leave the device, but far enough apart to prevent excessive sparkover.  As you might guess, this gap between plates is critical to proper operation and a major aspect of operator inspection and maintenance (especially in older units).  Spacing:In two-stage ESPs this distance is pretty well fixed (1-2 inches for first stage; 0.25 inches for second stage).  Single-stage industrial precipitators may have adjustable plate spacing.  Collection plate spacing has ranged from about 9 to 12 inches, but recent research has show wider spacing of up to 20 inches to be effective if enough power is applied.  One advantage of wider spacing is cost savings from reducing the number of internal components.



cell
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chamber
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total treatment 
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bus section
Sectionalization
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Presentation Notes
Chamber:  Longitudinal subdivision from inlet to outlet; a central divider. Allows for better lateral gas flow distribution.  Bus Section:  Smallest portion of a precipitator that can be independently energized.  Defined by set of power cables from power source.  How many bus sections in this diagram? (16)Field: Physical portion of ESP in direction perpendicular to gas flow that is energized by a single power supply.  More fields = higher collection efficiency.  Q. How many fields in each chamber.Cell: Longitudinal row of bus sections.Refer to Figure 305.3, p. 300-24, PA 44-24Advantages of Sectionalization  (Student Responses first)1.  Overall efficiency2.  Backup for malfunctioning sections (Whole sections can be taken off-line) 3.  Size limit of power (T-R) sets4.  Smaller sections localize the effects of misalignment5.  Possible to deenergize one field and still keep ESP on line.Refer to Section 305.6, Fig. 305.3



Fields and Yields
Field 1
40 KVA

Field 2
50 KVA

Field 3
60 KVA

50 - 60 ft/sec 3 - 5 ft/sec

80%
eff.

80%
eff.

80%
eff.

100 lbs. IN ? lbs. OUT

? ? ?
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Most large ESPs are multi-section units.  Sections arranged in series are called FIELDS.  The dividing lines between fields in the diagram are not PHYSICAL but ELECTRICAL.  Each field is energized by a single power supply (T-R set) which can be independently controlled.    More fields = higher efficiency.  Most units have 3-4 fields. Some for specialized applications have up to 14.  As shown, in a multi-field ESP, the larger and heavier particles are collected in the first field after gas entry.  �Progressively smaller and lighter particles are collected in downstream fields.  Higher voltages must be applied to �downstream fields to collect smaller particles = longer-lasting corona, less rapping.This is a calculation of collection efficiency for a 3-field ESP.  �Note that no single field achieves the overall efficiency.  �Overall efficiency results from the series arrangement of fields.  �Under actual operating conditions, the percent efficiency of �downstream fields tends to drop.  In some cases, additional field(s) more insurance than actual control measure, since most of particulate collected in 1st few fields.



 Corona Power = Voltage x Current
 Most ESPs designed to produce 

maximum corona power with 
spark rate 30 - 150 per minute

Power Requirements/
Sparking

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A certain amount of power (voltage x current) is necessary to �charge particles and create a strong enough electrical field for �particles to migrate.  The actual amount of power at the �discharge electrodes is sometimes referred to as "corona �power" and is an important design factor.Sparking is a normal phenomenon that occurs in an ESP.  �Sparking between the DE and CP is a sudden rush of localized �electric current thru the gas layer.  Analogous to lightning or �spark plug.  Results in a momentary breakdown of the electric �field.  Some sparking is desirable, in the range of 30 - 150 �sparks per minute.  Most ESPs are designed with sufficient �power to achieve this rate.High frequency sparking is undesirable because it causes a �total breakdown of the electrical field and reduced ESP efficiency.Spark rate is an important indicator of performance, but must �be evaluated with other measured parameters.Refer to Section 305.9



ESP COMPONENTS

Section 306



Inlet Duct

Presenter
Presentation Notes
INLET DUCTESP is to right of duct.Usually, velocity of incoming gas must be decreasedby factor of 10  to about 3-6 fpm.This is usually accomplished with		Expansion Duct (plenum chamber) &	Distributor Plate or Screen.



Figure 306.9

Gas Flow Distribution

Not So Good Better

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Proper gas flow distribution is extremely important in any air pollution control system.Q.  Why would this be especially critical in an ESP? Guide vanes prevent flow separation and create a streamlined flow of gas into precipitator.Improved flow:  Laminar flow to optimize conditions.  Sometimes use crepe paper streamers to look at inside flow.



Inlet Diffuser



Discharge Electrodes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many modern precipitators use some kind of rigid electrode setup, older ones use weighted wires.Rigid wire frame more typical of 2-stage ESPs.  Electrodes usually made of high-carbon steel, but can be more expensive metals depending on composition of gas. See also Figure 306.2



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Older and discarded electrode wires.Note corroded electrodes below.  Also brings up an inspection point – spare parts should be on hand.[Floor of ESP] 



Weighted-Wire 
Discharge 
Electrodes & 
Charging 
System

Figure 
306.3

Tensioning Weight Weight Guide Frame

Discharge 
Electrode

Discharge Electrode 
Support Frame

Transformer
-Rectifier

High-Voltage 
Bus DuctSupport Insulator 

Housing

“Hot Roof”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
.Look at portion from Support Insulator Housing downward.. ..- All support frames grounded- Insulator isolated.  Support Housing is a big upside-down cylinderSince wires hang in a "wind", must be stabilized.  In US, wires held taut �and plumb by weights.  These are often attached thru insulators to a �rigid bottom frame.  25-30 lb weights common.- Suspension points of wires and weights particularly susceptible �to failure from corrosion, arcing, mechanical weakening.- One "fix" for failing wires is simply to clip.  Most ESPs can still �function effectively with up to 10% of wires out of commission.Electric heaters often used around insulators to reduce moisture.  �Purge-air heaters provide constant flow of hot air to upper insulator �compartment (penthouse).  Long insulators also used to minimize  �shorts.Power Supply and Bus duct also shown here.  These are also �located in penthouse.  



View into 
Penthouse

Rapper shaft

Discharge Electrode 
Insulator



Water Tracks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note isolation of insulator.  Accumulation of H2O and dust can �cause shorts across insulator and ultimately breakage or shattering.



Weighted Wires

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note isolation of insulator.  Accumulation of H2O and dust can �cause shorts across insulator and ultimately breakage or shattering.



Frame-
Type 
Discharge 
Electrodes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rigid design preferred by European mfrs.  Rigid DEs (Discharge Electrodes) used more and more in newer installations in US.Eliminates swinging of discharge wires.Also makes cleaning easier because entire frame can be rapped or vibrated.



Collection 
Plate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Plates range from 3 - 9 feet long;  9 - 50 feet tall.Range from 0.02 to 0.08 inches thick.8 - 12 inch spacing is typical, but as previously mentioned, wider spacing is proving effective in some cases.Wide plate spacing:Most US utility ESPs use 9 inch (230mm) spacing.  Some going to wider spacing, 16 inches between plates, which is European standard. Reduces initial costs 10-20% (materials).



Collection Plate Designs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Plates may have variety of baffles and stiffeners.  Why?  Minimize gas velocities near dust layer surface and add stiffness.    Q. What do you suppose is one of the biggest problems with collection plates? Warpage.This is one of the most difficult maintenance problems since the system must be shutdown and internal adjustments made. Warpage can be a particular problem if ESP temperatures vary widely.  Thermal expansion and contraction stresses metal components.  This is especially troublesome if there are frequent shutdown and startup cycles (ESPs designed for continuous operation). Most US ESPs use flat plate collection or "grounded" electrodes.  This is the plate design best for large gas volumes in large industrial applications.  Usually constructed of carbon steel.Refer to p 300-48.





View into 
side port



Discharge Electrode

Collection Electrode



Particulate Removal 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rapper Systems designed to be compatible with internal suspension system; i.e. components must withstand repeated mechanical shock or vibration.�Collection Plates and sometimes Discharge Electrodes are rapped.  Gas inlet diffuser plates also rapped.�System must be engineered and operated with sufficient intensity and frequency to dislodge dust layer without reentrainment of dust.  Can be significant source of emissions…... Puffing from the stack generally indicates reentrainment and a rapper problem.



 Pneumatic
 Magnetic-Impulse, 

Gravity-Impact (MIGI)
 Hammer and Anvil
 Vibratory

Section 306.5

Rapper Types

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Types of rappers include:Hammer and Anvil also called Tumbling Hammer type.Pneumatic and MIGI rappers usually roof-mounted (external)Magnetic ImpulseHammer and Anvil (aka Tumbling Hammers) often side-mounted inside ESP.



Pneumatic Rappers



Pneumatic Rappers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Failures may be caused by rust, sediment, corrosion in piston �chamber.Compressed air supplied must be clean and dry with dew point less �than ambient to prevent moisture from getting inside control device.



Magnetic Impulse Rappers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Solenoid electromagnet raises steel plunger which falls by gravity against anvil or frame.Lower intensity than pneumatic or hammer type.



Magnetic-Impulse 
Gravity-Impact 
(MIGI) Rapper



Penthouse 
Vent Blower

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vent blower removes moisture and dust from heated penthouse area above main control device.  This reduces possibility of electrical shorts by keeping dust from settling on insulators or electrical bushings.  Vent blower typically turned on before ESP powered up and during operation.[Electrical bushings are hollow insulating liners allowing a conductor to pass through]



Hammer-Anvil Rappers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Internal systemTypically side mounted.Bangs on collection plate and discharge electrode frames.Rotating shaft with cams control frequency; weight of hammer controls intensity.Higher maintenance required because of exposure abrasive �particulate in gas stream.REF: CAP, Figure 306.6



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Figure 306.7 shows system in detail with MIGI rapper and DE electrode �vibrator combination.Vibrator systems not recommended for fly ash.Sonic "rappers" also used in some installations [--> more research]Rapping System Problems are caused by mechanical failures, electrical failures, or improper setup, or improper maintenance.  Frequency and intensity are the two parameters of operation.  Q. If either of these are out of spec, what kinds of problems can occur?  (Reentrainment - Opacity spikes; Dust accumulation - Change in �electrical data;  Physical damage to rapped components)



Rapper 
Control 
Panel

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Typical intervals of 30 seconds to as long as 10 hours between raps.�Q.  How would rapping frequency change from inlet to outlet fields?More often toward inlet.Rapper Timing:  Upstream fields should be cleaned much more frequently than downstream.  Timing depends on operating conditions.  One company suggests first field rapped at interval T, second at 5T, third at 25T.  Frequency to leave a 3/8 – ½ inch dust layer.Rapper intensity can be sometimes be controlled automatically, adjusted for electrical conditions in ESP.



Collection 
Hopper

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Main part of subsystem.Used for temporary storage of particulate in conjunction with continuous removal system.   Long-term storage not recommended. (Refineries sometimes store recovered catalyst for long periods)Note steep walls, temperature probes, vibrator, anvil plate, and poke holes to loosen adhered dust.  Dust level indicator and alarm also important components.  Hoppers are areas where most cooling of dust will occur.  To prevent agglomeration and moisture buildup, heaters are standard.  Hoppers as well as most of the rest of the ESP, are insulated.



Hopper with Strike Plate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hoppers designed with steep sides to prevent clogging.This photo shows baghouse hopper with strike plate to jar dust loose.  Many hoppers are insulated to minimize temperature drop.  Hoppers may also be heated depending on dust and ambient conditions.  Look for temperature gauge.



Hopper Level Indicator System

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Large hoppers may have level indicators.  Capacitance probe commonly used.  Probe inserted into hopper; as dust builds up around probe, change in capacitance (stored electrical energy) occurs and triggers alarm. Photo shows  an indicator using a cesium radioisotope to generate radioactive beam that is received by detector on opposite side of hopper. Advantage--no probe subject to dust buildup and more than one hopper can be monitored.   Alarms also used.  General rule: Hoppers should not be used for long-term storage of captured dust.



Hopper Vibrator



Hopper 
Heater 
Control



Airlock 
& 

Bin Screw



Rotary Airlock Valve 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Often used in conjunction with pneumatic conveyer to maintain even flow of material.  Airlock maintains more or less airtight seal to prevent inleakage.   In practice, this seal leaks somewhat, causing some buildup of dust in bottom of hopper because of higher ambient pressure outside rotary valve compared to inside. In addition, airlock allows for a constant removal of material from hopper, preventing buildup.  Can also be used for precise volumetric feeding if required.



Pneumatic Dust Collection System

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Internal view of screw conveyer.  Idea is to remove dust from control device continuously.  Most modern hopper systems have level indicators and alarms to indicate excess dust accumulation.Hopper Pluggage may occur for a number of reasons:Obstructions such as weight bottles, clipped wires, or clinkers (fused particulate stones created by arcing between DE and CP)Inadequate dust removal.  Use of hoppers for dust storage (can lead to solidifying of dust or bridging in bin)Inadequate insulation and heating 	(  "  )In leakage of ambient air                	(   "  )[Optional: Read "A Hopper Pluggage Story", Page 500-21]



 Inleakage
 Corrosion
 Dust Buildup
 Pluggage
 Fugitive Emissions

Dust Discharge Problems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Inleakage previously discussedCorrosion can cause malfunctioning of dust discharge system; can result from malfunction, poor sealing.Dust buildup and Pluggage may result in reentrainment of particles from system with gas inlets just above hopper.   In extreme cases, may block gas flow by blocking bags at bottom.Fugitive emissions from hoppers, discharge areas, cleaning of  hoppers can negate collection efforts.  Control of fugitive emissions should be part of permit and inspection.



 Transformer
 Rectifier
 Sensors
 Control System

High Voltage Equipment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How is power supplied and controlled.... Read SlideTransformer and Rectifier are in one unit -- a "T-R Set".Control System adjusts the power inputs for optimum �performance.



 Transformer - Increases voltage at 
discharge electrodes

 Rectifier - Converts alternating 
current (AC) to direct current (DC)

Transformer-Rectifier 
(T-R Set)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In conjunction with this slide, look at Figure 307.2. Transformer takes 480 volts A.C. power, the primary voltage,  and increases it to 15-80 thousand volts, the secondary voltage.Rectifierconverts primary AC current to pulse type DC current of 50 - 800 mA, the secondary current.Secondary Voltage x Secondary Current = Corona Power, the electrostatic driving force for charging particles and setting up the electric field which causes the particles to migrate.The input/primary voltage can vary from 0 to 480 volts. The voltage input is made more uniform by Silicon-Controlled Rectifiers (SCR Control).  (These are not the same as the rectifier that converts AC to DC.)



Transformer-
Rectifier Set

Bus





Sensors/Gauges

Spark Rate 
Meter

Primary 
Ammeter

T-R 
Set

Primary 
Voltmeter

Secondary 
Voltmeter

Secondary 
Ammeter

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Refer to CAP, Pages 300-64 and 65, Figure 307.1 and 2 and handout diagramDiagram indicates general locations of gauges in the power system. Point out locations in Figure 307.2 or handout  Primary Voltage and Primary Current indicated for each T-R set.    Point out in Figure 307.1Secondary Voltage and Current indicated for each bus section.   Point out in Figure 307.1   These measure voltage and current to discharge electrodes.Spark Rate Meter  indicates number of sparks per minute for each bus section.



 Power Control Circuits
 Voltage-Limit Control
 Current-Limit Control
 Spark Control

Control System

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Refer to handout – Precipitator Field Energization.Power Control Circuits include SCR, Linear Reactor, Feedback circuits, Control Transformers.   Controls input voltages and current. Voltage-Limit Control limits Primary Voltage. Excess can damage power system.Automatic voltage controls: Most contemporary ESPs use microprocessor-based automatic digital voltage 	controls (ADVCs).  ADVCs provide:- faster response to variations; reduce and ramp up voltage quickly to quench 	sparking- greater sensitivity optimize overall electrical settings- sensing back corona quickly integration of electrical and mechanical systems to allow more periods of operation 	in power-off mode or reduce rapping.Current-Limit Control keeps Primary Current below preset level for same reason.Spark Control maintains appropriate spark rate:In older installations - Preset, capacitor-controlled limit; set by operator.  Tends to overcorrect high spark rate.Newer installations - Proportional Control = automatic adjustments made by microprocessor based on feedback from control device.Ideally, all these control systems work together for optimum performance.



T-R Set
Spec. Plate



Analog Gauges



Digital Readouts



 Air Load Testing
 Gas Load Testing
 Opacity
 Corona Power
 Spark Rate

Performance Monitoring

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Section 500 deals with Performance Monitoring & TroubleshootingWe'll mention a few key points here, but for the most part, �troubleshooting is the job of the operator, not the inspector.Establishing Baseline Conditions  provides benchmark for startup and subsequent source tests.Air Load and Gas Load Tests generate Voltage vs. Amperage data (V-I curves) which can be compared with later performance monitoring based on operating data. (See Figures 501.1 and 501.2)



Voltage-Current (V-I) Curve
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When secondary voltage exceeds “onset voltage”, stable electrical discharges occur and effective charging of particles begins.  Usually around 15K-25K volts.Automatic voltage controller increases primary voltage to maximum point at a given moment.  There are five factors limiting this maximum:1.  Primary voltage limit2.  Primary current limit3.  Secondary voltage limit (in this case 50kV)4.  Secondary current limit (in this case 800mA)5.  Spark rate limit (sparking occurs as shown)This is one important type of data that can be used for troubleshooting ESP problems.  Detailed discussion in manual (Section 500, Troubleshooting).REF:  APTI 413, p. 6-15



Corona Power versus Collection Efficiency 
for Coal-Fired Utility Boiler
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Corona Power = Secondary Voltage x Secondary Current.   Usually calculated per chamber.  In this graph, normalized to get total power input per 1000 acfm of gas flow. Q. What is relationship shown? Under certain conditions, mass particulate emissions inversely proportional to power output to ESP.    If used carefully, this relationship can be used to determine if a shift in measured electrical power indicates a significant increase in mass emissions.   Won’t replace source testing, but good indicator of trend.Criteria: 1.  Resistivity moderate or high; 2. Power input to ESP < 1000 watts per 1000 acfm. REF:  Section 403.4.1
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High Resistivity Shifts from Baseline
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 Resistivity
 Hopper Pluggage or Overflow 
 Misalignment or Warpage
 Insulator Failure
 Discharge Electrode Failure
 Air Inleakage
 Corrosion
 Rapping System Problems
 Control System Failures
 Particle Size and Concentration

Common Problems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By way of summary, these are typical problems and symptoms of problems associated with ESPs.Problems are often interrelated.   Broadly speaking, problems can be categorized as design, mechanical, and operationalMost problems are indicated by changes in V-I curves compared to baseline operating data as we have seen:	Mechanical problems usually result in decreased operating voltage and large increases in current.  Internal mechanical problems show up as high currents and sparking.Rapper failures may show decreases in secondary current because of gradual increase in dust layer on plates.Insulator tracking will result in lower V, increased I, but no change in Spark Rate.400-15,16,17  and App C: Summary of Problems Associated With ESPsUltimate outcomes are Lower Efficiency and/or Reentrainment



Enhancing ESP Efficiency
 Wide plate spacing
 Pulse energization
 Automatic voltage controls
 Improved flow conditions
 Optimal rapper timing
 Flue gas conditioning
 COHPAC 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wide plate spacing:Most US utility ESPs use 9 inch (230mm) spacing.  Some going to wider spacing, 16 inches between plates, which is European standard.  Reduces initial costs 10-20% (materials).Pulse energization or Intermittent energization:Instead of applying voltage to discharge electrode every half cycle, voltage is applied one half-cycle, then off for 4-5 half cycles.  Delaying “push” of electrons gives time for ions in dust layer to dissipate through layer to collection plate instead of moving back into inter-electrode space to produce back corona.   Back corona would tend to occur as ions “overload” on dust layer through repeated discharges from discharge electrode.  Especially a problem with high resistivity dusts.  Higher voltage can be applied next time energization takes place, which (apparently) is more effective in corona generation and particle charging. Automatic voltage controls:Most contemporary ESPs use microprocessor-based automatic digital voltage controls (ADVCs).  ADVCs provide:- faster response to variations; reduce and ramp up voltage quickly to quench  sparking- greater sensitivity optimize overall electrical settings- sensing back corona quicklyintegration of electrical and mechanical systems to allow more periods of operation in power-off mode or reduce rapping.Improved flow:  Laminar flow to optimize conditions.  Sometimes use crepe paper streamers to look at inside flow.Rapper Timing:  Upstream fields should be cleaned much more frequently than downstream.  Timing depends on operating conditions.Flue gas conditioning: Especially to overcome resistivity problems.COHPAC: next slide



COHPAC
(Compact Hybrid Particulate Collector)

ESP
Pulse 

BH
Flue 

Gas

30% 
Opacity
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
COHPAC = Compact Hybrid Particulate CollectorBH = baghouseA/C = air-to-cloth ratio (The amount of air or process gas entering the baghouse divided by the sq. ft of cloth in the baghouse) Developed by EPRI for coal-fired power plants.Pulsejet BH downstream of ESP to “polish” gas.  ESP charges particles and removes significant portion.  Flue gas going to BH has reduced particulate load overall; contains some very fine, electrostatically charged PM not controlled by ESP.  Thus BH can operate at a very high A/C (16-20 ft/min), which along with charging of articles, results in enhanced collection efficiency.  BH can be 40-80% smaller than without ESP.REF:  The User and Fabric Filtration, conference publication 



INSPECTING
ESPs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Q. Where does inspection begin? Office with File Review. How you conduct File Review; i.e., what do you look for?Permits, regulations, breakdowns, complaints, flow charts, �baseline data, checklists, etc.What else should be done before leaving office?Safety equipment, Source test equipment (if applicable)REF: CAP, Section 400.



 Opacity limits
 Grain loading limits
 Ranges of ESP inlet & outlet temperatures
 Minimum total corona power
 Maximum process rate
 Recordkeeping requirements
 CEM requirements
 Maximum allowable pressure drops
 Limit on the number of fields offline

Typical Permit Conditions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Focus of nearly every inspection is permit conditions.  �Here are typical permit conditions that may be associated �with an ESP.......  Read slideFirst two usually covered by general regulations.Other conditions addressed in industry-specific regulations or permits.Q.  Other permit conditions?  (e.g., flue gas conditioning equipment)Review facility permit



 System Entrance/Exit
 Transport
 Air Mover
 Control Device
 Instrumentation
 Subsystem
 Records

Air Pollution Control System 
Points of Inspection

App. C and Page 400-7

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We can think of any air pollution control system/process as �made up of the elements shown.   In general, inspections �should cover each element.  Keep these points of inspection in mind as we navigate thru the parts of an electrostatic �precipitator   



 Opacity vs. Mass Emissions
 Plume Color
 Vapor Plume
 Puffing

Observe Stack Effluent

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Opacity is pretty straightforward.  May or may not �correspond to Mass Emissions, therefore, source test required for mass emissions determination.Plume color especially helpful for combustion sources.Vapor plume not characteristic of ESP.  Could indicate �problems with moisture.  Puffing results most often from?A.   Reentrainment and generally a rapper problem.



As particle size 
gets smaller, 
reflective surface 
area increases

Bouguer's 
Law

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bouguer’s Law describes the scattering of light by particles. Smaller particles are more visible in the aggregate than larger particles because smaller particles have much greater reflective surface.  Visible emissions are, therefore, the result of lots of very small particles entrained in ambient air.These smaller particles also happen to be the PM that penetrates lungs into air sacs.  If you can see it, it is very dangerous.  If you can read (VE) it, it is very, very, dangerous.  When you enforce VE and fugitive dust regulations and permit conditions you are having a direct impact toward protecting public health.  VE Reading is your best enforcement tool.  No dust emission is insignificant. Pierre Bouguer [pyer bOOger´] Pronunciation Key, 1698–1758, French mathematician and hydrographer. He made some of the first photometric measurements, calculating the intensity of the light of the sun as compared with that of the moon, and invented (1748) the heliometer. His works include Essai d'optique sur la gradation de la lumiEre (1729) and La Figure de la terre (1749). 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is positive pressure fan at a wood waste cogen plant.  Moves particulate-laden air into ESP.



 T-R Sets
 Rappers & Vibrators
 Insulators
 Shell
 Access Doors
 Ductwork

Perform External Inspection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
T-R Sets:  Look at condition of system, especially moisture and discoloration from shorting.Unusual noises can be indicator for problems with rappers, ductwork, access doors.  If sealing is problem, could result in inleakage and corrosion





Note Exposed Insulation





 Evacuation rate
 Level alarms operating
 Hopper temperature
 Ash buildup

Evaluate Ash Handling 
Procedures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most of these operational items won't be apparent to compliance �inspector.  Much of what inspector does in this step based on �general evaluation of "housekeeping".Proper disposal of PM from ESP IS of concern, especially when �dealing with toxic dust.  Internal Inspections?     NOT!







Ash 
Storage 

Silo



 Power Input:  
1º/2º Voltage; 1º/2º Current; Spark Rate 

 Gas Flow & Temperature
 Rapper Frequency/Intensity
 Hopper Dust Level Indicator/Alarm
 Opacity Monitor
 Oxygen Monitor

Instrumentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All of these are usually located in a central control room area near the ESP.Power Input already discussed.Gas Flow and Temperature measured just before entrance into the ESP.  (Effluent temperature may also be monitored as indicator of air “in leakage”.)Opacity Monitor may provide valuable information about �long-term compliance with emissions limits.Oxygen Monitor indicates “in leakage” of ambient air which can lower temperature below dew point, bring in unwanted moisture, and disturb air flow.REF: CAP, p. 300-63



 Observe control panels 
 Check log for drift in  

electrical data
 Note inoperative meters
 Note T-R sets on "manual"

and "auto"

Check High Voltage 
System Operation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
.Again, for the compliance inspector, this is not the in-depth analysis �shown in manualBasic compliance inspection consists of observations shown in �slide.......... Read slide[OPTIONAL: Close manuals for quick quiz (Page 400-16).  Options:  Instructor asks questions at random     Team Competition]Many substeps analyzing performance done as part of Source Test.See Section 501 on Performance Monitoring REF:CAP, Page 400-14 ff



Analog 
Gauges



CEM 
System 

Readouts 
& 

Controls

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Q. What do you look for here?



 Design Specifications
 Operating Data & Records
 Inspection & Maintenance Records
 Component Failure Records

Review Recordkeeping

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other Operating Data: Opacity, Hopper Temp, Rapper �operation, Spark rate.I & M records covered in Section 600.  These should be available, but inspector will probably not review extensively.  Regular maintenance should be permit condition and confirmed by both physical observations and review of records.Component Failure Records can show-Spacial distribution of problems-Trends in failure incidents-Analysis of failed components may by useful in �	problem analysisConsider in looking at breakdownsSee Section 502, Page 500-6 for Design Specifications list �and Operating Data.  Checklists in Appendix. Source should have this information on file.



Safety

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No internal inspection should be performed until it is certain that the ESP is de-energized and grounded, and necessary precautions are taken to ensure that the equipment cannot be energized during the inspection.Areas of Concern:Electrical Shock HazardConfined Area Entry -- Oxygen deficiency + toxic gasesHazardous Materials – dust, metalsChemical BurnsEye InjuryMoving PartsElectrical shock is the greatest hazard.  Recording or measurement devices should never be inserted into any portions of an ESP. REF: Page 600-7







THE END
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